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KLOTZ LaGrange

The KLOTZ LaGrange is a true classic. When it first hit the limelight in 1985, its path

to the top of the world's best guitar cables was already mapped out. With its unique

design and outstanding sound, the LaGrange has seeen many of its competitors

over the past 40 years come and go. Old school craftsmanship meets state-of-the-

art materials and top workmanship. Its high-purity copper conductor, triple shielding

against interfering influences and a thick PVC jacket make the LaGrange so unique.

As is usual at KLOTZ, this "made in Germany" cable is also hand-soldered in our

factory by qualified employees and only finds its way onto the big stage after

successfully passing the six time quality assurance.

Even renowned trade magazine "Guitar Player" appreciated this and honoured the

LaGrange supreme guitar cable with the coveted "Editor's Pick" award. In a major

guitar cable shootout in which 49 (!) different products took part, it was voted into

the select "Winners' Circle" - the best of the best.

Famous artists and top acts such as TRIVIUM, Nick Beggs, Paul Nelson, Uli Jon Roth

and Steven Wilson are keen to entrust their sound to this vita. The KLOTZ LaGrange

is right at home on the main stage, where fast response, high dynamics and
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minimal compression meet great detail and transparency, because every piece of

music tells a story - the LaGrange tells it with high fidelity and authority.

To mark KLOTZ's 45th anniversary, we have given this reference cable a valuable

redesign. With the aim of retaining 100% of the outstanding properties for stage

and studio use, but offering the customer an even more individualised cable, the

LaGrange is now available with laser-engraved metal jack plugs. The abrasion-

resistant "LaGrange" lettering with guitar logo makes the owner's high quality

standards immediately visible to everyone and clearly sets the cable apart from all

other guitar cables on the market. On top of this, the new edition is already

equipped with a KLOTZ cable tie for effortless handling. We have also made sure

that this supreme class cable remains affordable and have even been able to

reduce the price slightly.

The LaGrange guitar cable stands for uncompromising performance - live on stage,

in the studio or in the rehearsal room. Convince yourself and find out what KLOTZ

cables can do for your sound.

www.klotz.ais.com
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